
CAPTURING THE ESSENCE OF DREAMS  
THE EBEL 1911 DEEP TURQUOISE

The EBEL 1911 Deep Turquoise dares you to look 
towards the future. Take yourself on a journey where 

your dreams and aspirations converge in an exquisite 
blend of ethereal turquoise and electric allure. The 
timeless design of this elegant timepiece radiates a 
brilliance that embodies a visionary flair.

Fusing artistry with precision, it expresses feminine 
sophistication with effortless wearability. The 34 mm 
watch face glows with a luminescent sparkle. It features 
a deep turquoise mother-of-pearl dial with ten radiant 
diamond indexes, further enhanced with the aura of  
60 diamonds set in 18K gold. It includes a date window 

discreetly positioned at 6 o’clock and an anti-reflective 
sapphire crystal face for flawless clarity. Change up 
the look with the choice of a two-toned stainless-steel 
bracelet or a stylish brown calf leather strap. With its 
sleek stainless-steel contours, polished gold accents 
and classic EBEL 1911 features, it transcends the 
boundaries of elegance and innovation. 

Capturing the essence of your aspirations - the  
EBEL 1911 Deep Turquoise. A reflection of the endless 
possibilities that await those who dare to dream.

Since its inception, EBEL’s success has been built upon 
the passion for innovation and excellence in watch de-

sign. Founded by husband and wife Eugène Blum and Alice 
Lévy (Eugène Blum Et Alice Lévy), in La Chaux-de-Fonds, 
Switzerland in 1911. EBEL has remained true to their core  
values, manufacturing fine Swiss watches that marry beauty and 
function. Renowned today for its iconic bracelet design with sig-
nature wave-shaped links, EBEL continues to create timepieces 
that embody luxury and contemporary elegance with subtle, yet 
exquisite detail.
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Quartz Ronda 705

Material: stainless steel & 18K 3N yellow gold
Finishing: alternated brushed/polished
Setting: bezel set with 60 diamonds (51 x diameter 1.20,   
8 x diameter 1.00 and 1 x diameter 0.90) = 0.366 cts, VS quality 
Crystal: sapphire antireflective underneath
Dimensions: 34.00 mm
Thickness: 7.30 mm
Water-resistance: 10 bar (100 meters)

Deep turquoise mother-of-pearl with 3N yellow gold-plated Kissing E and  
10 diamonds (0.065 cts) 
Minute-scale painted in white with white Super-LumiNova® at hours
Date window at 6:00

Hour – Minute – Sweep seconds
Facetted, diamond-polished 3N yellow gold-plated hour and 
minute hands
Hour and minute hands with white Super-LumiNova®

Flat, diamond-polished 3N yellow gold-plated sweep seconds hand 
with red tip

Brushed and polished stainless steel with 3N yellow gold PVD links 
EBEL folding clasp

Brown calf strap with Kissing E embossed
Tongue clasp

EBEL 1911 DEEP TURQUOISE 34 MM
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